Good Morning Housing Pro,

Here is your monthly housing data update. Each month, CHFA sends out data and resources to help you better understand the housing market in Connecticut. Please share your thoughts and ideas about how we can improve it.

- The Planning, Research, & Evaluation Team at CHFA

**Monthly Housing Market Dashboard**

Interactive and downloadable updates on changes in housing finance, construction, sales, and market conditions in Connecticut and the Northeast. Sourced from federal & state agencies.

Get the Latest Monthly Housing Data

**Market Perspectives***

Please note: some monthly reports have not been updated since our November 2019 Data Bulletin.
This monthly bulletin is curated and managed by the Planning, Research, & Evaluation team at the Connecticut Housing Finance Authority.
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*Inclusion in this bulletin is not an endorsement by the Connecticut Housing Finance Authority (CHFA).
CHFA is not responsible for the practices or policies of the websites linked to or from CHFA’s website or this bulletin. If you elect to use a link to access any other website, you will be subject to that website’s practices and policies.